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Children's Books: Don't Think You Can't; (How children succeed?) Social Skills for

kids)(Animals)(funny)(FREE animals story audio)(Educational) bedtime sleep stories kids books

How to turn your kids fears into success skills?  ***Free Video +Audio Book Inside***  ***Heartily

Recommended success books*** This children's books is one of many kids books telling us a story

about a rabbit, yet our rabbit is a very special one, is a successful rabbit,who sees the target, (to eat

the gorgeous tomato), and get it! Successfully!!! On the other hand, the rabbit's friend, the crow, is

dying for a bite of the big and beautiful tomato, yet, can't manage to get even a small bite of the it,

for the fear of the hungry wolf.Many kids books are dealing with stories about fears, of the hungry

wolf, and all kinds of fears. But this children's book is very unique for it brings two opposite ways to

deal with fears. The rabbit has no problem getting at the tomato and happily gobbling it all up to the

last bit, though he too is afraid of the wolf. Afraidâ€¦ and how! While he had to hear all the crowâ€™s

warnings Kids love books that are challenging. Children's books and kids books must lead the kids

for a solutions of the Drama that occurred during the story. This is one of the children's books does

it wonderfully by showing us the different approaches of the crow and rabbit, to get to the gorgeous

tomato and win itâ€¦ Books for kids should invest in illustrations. This is one of the most gorgeous

illustrated picture books and bedtime stories.  This book is designed for the category of preschool

books but is also suitable for beginner readers. Picture books:beautiful illustrated picture book  ** 

Prime Members can download this book for FREE! ** Daisy S HALL OF FAME TOP 10 REVIEW

ERVINE VOICE - 5.0 out of 5 stars "** Wonderful and entertaining book for children and even

adults! "**  prisrob TOP 50 REVIEW ERVINE VOICE - 5.0 out of 5 stars""**Anat Umamsky, the

author has written a delightful story about fears and how we face them, and if we decide to live with

fear, what can happen. Her writing is fresh and lively, and my granddaughter was enchanted with

the story. We talked for awhile about her fears, and how she can face them....Heartily

Recommended". "**
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I was very pleased to see how the illustrator added so much to the text in this book, by adding his

own humor of view to the story. This is Great!Very deep writing. Taking into consideration real

problems in our lives. Kid's lives as well as Adults lives. This story is talking about the courage we

need to get from our deep awareness in order to fulfill our wishes.

Don't you just love tomatoes? Those big, red, juicy tomatoes we get in the summer, that taste of

summer and freshness.One day, the crow who lives in a tree, found the biggest tomato he had ever

seen. It was red and ripe and lush. But, the crow had too many fears to leave his perch in the tree to

go take a bite. Soon a rabbit hopped along, saw the tomato and thought he might have a nice

snack. The crow told the rabbit to be careful that a fox might come. What do you think the rabbit

did?Anat Umamsky, the author has written a delightful story about fears and how we face them, and

if we decide to live with fear, what can happen. Her writing is fresh and lively, and my granddaughter

was enchanted with the story. We talked for awhile about her fears, and how she can face them.

The illustrator, Yvegeni Lagutin, has given us colorful, vivid pictures of the creatures and tomatoes

who inhabit this book. The illustrations bring the story to life.The lessons learned from this short

story will be important to remember for children for years to come. The adults who read the stories

can help their children visit their fears and discuss how to overcome them.Heartily Recommended.

prisrob 12-08-13

A crow sees a beautiful tomato and wants to eat it, but is afraid of the wolf. A rabbit comes along

and sees the tomato bigger than himself. He too wants to eat it. The crow warns of the wolf. He



gives the rabbit advice about how to hide from the wolf while eating the tomato. The rabbit tries to

convince the crow to join him. The crow is too afraid. Soon the tomato is gone and the crow realizes

his fear, realistic or not kept him from attempting something he really wanted.

I guess a double negative makes a POSITIVE! Saying "Don't think you can't" is saying, "THINK

YOU CAN!" That's the lesson for both kids and grownups. And it's brought out both by well-written

text and imaginative illustrations. That first picture, at location 28, grabs me--it's so modern and Dr.

Seuss. The story of the crow, rabbit and tomato is funny and so human. But there's a wolf in the

way! There's a CAN'T in the way. There's FEAR in the way.This is a positive story that children will

love. But a few might ask, as I did: WHAT IF THERE WAS A WOLF? After all, in life sometimes "a

wolf" does appear. I think this story would've been more realistic if the wolf appeared and the rabbit

had to handle THAT situation. If children ask that question, ask them in turn, "Well, what would you

do if you were the rabbit, or the crow?" You will likely get a great discussion and see imaginations

roll!

I downloaded this book to my kindle app on my cellphone and read it to my grandson. He loved it

and rated the book a 5! He said the rabbit was smart and the crow was afraid. That's why the crow

went hungry because he was afraid of a wolf that never came. He said sometimes he is scared, but

feels better when he tries. That's the lesson in the book.

the story is not only good for kids, but also for adults. We always worry to much about something i

future .

This is a cute book told in the form of a fable. Targeted for children in the four to eight age range, it

is probably more appropriate for those at the upper end of that range. The story mainly revolves

around two animals, the crow and the rabbit. This crow sees a beautiful, lush, red, ripe tomato

hanging from a tree and is dying to eat it, but the crow is hesitant because he fears the wolf might

be lurking somewhere nearby. Along comes a rabbit who spies the same tomato; he does not

hesitate! When he cannot budge it, the rabbit tries to pull it down with a rope. Even though he fails,

the rabbit is undaunted. He scales the tree with the intention of eating it right there, but the crow flies

by and warns him that the wolf might be coming. The crow convinces the rabbit to hide the tomato

under a colorful blanket to disguise it.. Will the rabbit succeed in eating the tomato? Does the wolf

show up confirming the crow's fears? What is the important lesson that children will learn from this



tale?At the end of the book, the author offers a free booklet on facing your fears as well as a free

audio book as a bonus for the purchaser.

Wonderful and entertaining book for children and even adults! For me, I found that this book is great

to read to a child, yet personally, as an adult, I found that this book has truly helped me.And I

recommend it to you for the following reasons:1) This is a beautifully illustrated (in color) book with

humorous text, yet help a child or adult get rid of fears and go forward.2) This book is very superbly

written that any age will benefit from reading this book.3) The story centers on the brave and very

smart rabbit (who goes for what he wants) and the very fearful crow, who could not let go of his

fears to get what he wanted. So this will appeal to any child or adult with this story, the hero is the

rabbit!Very highly recommend this superb book to all!
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